Building a Camera
Kelly McConnell
1 Abstract
The goal of this project was to build a functioning camera that was
capable of producing a practical and clear image. Over the course
of the project, three different models were built, progressing from a
simple pinhole camera to a slit-shutter camera with a lens. In addition
to the camera, a simple light meter was built using an Arduino and a
photoresistor. The final prototype camera was designed using Adobe
Illustrator and cut using a laser printer, and produces images on large
format instant Polaroid film.
2 Introduction
Much of science focuses on observing the universe. A camera is the
most basic and universal tool to see and share what is happening
in the world around us. By taking a picture, a moment or insight or
observation can be shared with others. “Seeing is believing,” and a
photograph allows someone to see another person’s point of view. This
concept behind photography, of capturing the world, is essential in
improving the human understanding of the universe.
In recent years, there has been a movement in alternative photography,
or photography outside conventional, commercial, or modern
techniques. Some examples of the alternative method are pinhole
photography, cyanotype prints, infrared photography, and homemade
lenses [1]. In many of these processes, the resulting images have
unpredictable flaws and spontaneous imperfections, which lend to the
uniqueness of the photograph.
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The correct exposure, or amount of light, is critical when taking a
photograph. There are three different variables that can be used to
control the exposure: ISO, aperture, and shutter speed. ISO refers
to the sensitivity of the film to light. The aperture is the size of the
opening of the hole in the camera. The settings for aperture are known
as f-stops. The shutter speed is how long the camera is opened to
expose the film. The settings for shutter speed are numbers that are the
reciprocal of the actual time, for example a shutter speed of 60 means
the film is exposed for 1/60th of a second. For each variable, a change of
one setting doubles or halves the amount of light.
There are also three components of the camera itself, the film holder,
the body, and the lens. The components are mostly self-explanatory.
The film holder is where the film is located and may or may not be
located in the camera body. The body of the camera is where most of
the mechanics are located, most importantly the shutter. Lastly, the
lens of the camera contains at least one glass lens, most of the time
more than one. It also usually contains the aperture.
3 History
The origin of the camera dates back to the ancient societies of Greece,
Arabia and China. These societies built a precursor to the modern
camera known as the camera obscura, literally meaning dark room [2].
This consisted of a dark room with a hole in the wall, resulting in the
outside world projected on the wall opposite to the hole. The camera
obscura was used mainly by astronomers up until the mid-sixteenth
century, as it provided a safe way to view the sun and especially eclipses.
The camera obscura became a more widely used device when the
pinhole was replaced with a lens, resulting in a brighter and sharper
image. Architects and artists then used the camera obscura to study
and draw the physical world [3].
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Figure 1: Niépce’s first image [4].

The first recorded image is credited to the Frenchman Joseph Nicephore
Niépce, who in 1827 took an eight-hour exposure on a pewter plate
treated with various chemicals. The pewter plate was coated in a
substance called bitumen of Judea, an oily petroleum substance,
which hardened when exposed to light. The darker hardened bitumen
remained on the pewter plate, which contrasted against the lighter
pewter providing a negative image. Niépce refined his process, trading
in silver plates for the pewter plates, and using iodine fumes with the
bitumen to create a positive image. He then teamed up with fellow
inventor Louis Daguerre, who would further experiment with the
process. When exposing the iodine fumes to the silver plate, silver
iodine is created in the procedure. Daguerre discovered that silver
iodine alone is light sensitive, and so bitumen was no longer used in the
process. The image on the silver plate captured by the silver iodine was
then exposed to mercury fumes, which developed the image. Daguerre
fixed the image on the plate by washing the plate in a hot salt bath.
The rinse washed away the unexposed and undeveloped silver iodine,
leaving behind only the silver iodine to create the image. Using this new
process, Daguerre reduced the exposure time from hours to minutes,
patenting and selling the process known as the “Daguerreotype” to the
French government [4] [5] [6].
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Around the same time, William Henry Fox Talbot was experimenting
with paper exposures, and developed a process that he called
“cyanotype.” This process, unlike the single silver plates that the
Daguerreotype method produced, allowed the negative to be printed
multiple times to make copies of the positive image [7]. The popularity
of photography rose, with photographic portraits replacing paintings
as the Industrial Age made new technology more accessible to the
masses. The modern era of photography began with George Eastman,
who in 1885 marketed the first commercial film. Three years later, he
presented the “Kodak” camera to the public, with the idea that the
customer takes the pictures and the company would develop the film
and print the pictures [8].
4 Theory
The principal area of physics involved in a camera is optics. A camera
lens works by focusing the rays of light from the subject onto the
photosensitive material, usually film. As the light passes through the
material of the lens, it is refracted: the light entering the medium turns
down, and is bent towards the line perpendicular to the surface of the
material. This phenomenon can be described by Snell’s law, where the
indices of refraction of each material is proportional to the sine of the
angles of the ray of light from the normal in each material. By having
a convex lens, light entering parallel will be bent to a single point, or
the focus of the lens. The relationship of the distances between the lens
and the subject and the lens and the projected image can be described
by the thin lens formula 1/S1 +1/S2 = 1/f.
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Figure 2: Snell’s Law equation and the corresponding drawing [9].

Sample Calculation: f = 50 mm, Subject = 1500 mm
1/1500 +1/S2 = 1/50
S2= Lens Length = 51.72 mm
This equation ignores the optical effects that a thicker lens would create.
In terms of photography, this means that as the subject gets infinitely
farther away, the length of the lens will be set to the focal length. As
the subject gets closer, the lens gets longer as well as the distance from
the lens to the plane of focus, the latter becoming longer than the focal
length. The formula can be used to find the focal length of the lens, by
measuring the distance from the lens of both the object and the image. [9]

Figure 3: A visual representation of the thin lens formula [10].
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Figure 4: A diagram explaining the optics in a camera [11].

Another important part of the photographic process is the film. Modern
film consists of silver halide “grains” (for example silver bromide) in a
gelatin base applied to the film base. This mixture applied to the film
is commonly known as the emulsion. A series of chemical reactions
occurs when photons hit the silver bromide crystal.
Ag+ Br-(crystal) + hv (radiation) —> Ag+ + Br + eAg+ + e- → Ag0
The energy from the photon causes the salt to split, creating a Bromine
atom along with a loose electron and a silver ion. The electron then
combines with the silver ion, creating a silver atom. Within a single
grain, countless of these reactions occur, building up silver. The silver,
during the development process, will cause that area of film to darken.
The larger the grains, the more light sensitive the film is. This is
presumably the origin for calling film “grainy” when it is underexposed,
as you can visually see the grains of silver halide. [12]
The light meter uses a photoresistor to measure the amount of light
present. The photoresistor is made out of a semiconductor that is
resistant to current flow. As the ambient light increases, more and
more photons interact with the semiconductor, hitting electrons and
freeing them from the molecule structure. This creates a current, and
as the amount of light increases so does the strength of the current,
leading to a lower resistance. The light meter and photoresistor can be
seen in Appendices E and F [13].
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Figure 5: The circuit diagram for the Arduino light sensor.

Depending on the resistance of the photo sensor, the voltage that
the input pin reads will vary. This input voltage registers as a value
between 0 and 1023. The light meter was calibrated by setting up a
lamp, getting a reading on an actual light meter, and recording the
value that the Arduino read in for the same amount of light. The level
of light was changed about every ten seconds, so that the graph could
be easily interpreted. The graph does not follow a linear trend, which is
expected. The amount of light has to double or halve for the real light
sensor to change its reading by one step.

Figure 6: The graph of the input values read in by the Arduino, the flat areas
corresponding to aperture settings of f8, f11, f16, f22 and f32 respectively.
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5 Results
The first camera built was a simple pinhole camera made from a
cylindrical coffee tin. The images were exposed for ten to fifteen
seconds on photo paper, producing a negative image. These images
have very high contrast due to the bright sunlight that was present
when the images were taken. The images were also slightly distorted
because of the cylindrical shape of the camera. The 3D drawing of the
camera and the images can be found in Appendix B.
The second prototype was a film pinhole camera constructed out of
foam board. This prototype proved to be a challenge. The camera never
produced film with a definite image. The film was always overexposed,
possibly because the pinhole was too big, the film was exposed for
too long, the camera wasn’t light tight, and/or the film holder did not
adequately shield the already developed film. This prototype did result
in a change in the film type, from conventional 35 mm film to the
instant film, because using the instant film would facilitate the testing
process and give immediate feedback. The 3D drawing and photos of
the camera can be found in Appendix C.
The final model camera was made out of ¼ inch thick wood that was
laser cut. The body of the camera was designed on Adobe Illustrator.
The 3D drawing can be seen in Appendix G. The design of the camera
body was dependent on two things, the film holder and the lens’s focal
length. The height and width of the camera body was designed to fit
the Polaroid film holder. The depth of the camera body was designed
so that as the subject was far away, it would be in focus, and so the
depth of the camera equaled the focal length of the lens. The lens itself
was constructed out of a simple convex lens with a focal length of 10
cm and PVC tubing. The resulting photographs produced were sharp
in the center, and became very blurry towards the edges. This happens
because of the inferior quality of the lens. As for the light streaks in
some of the images, those are inexplicable. The photos are in Appendix G.
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6 Conclusion
In the end, I had a working camera with a light meter specifically
designed for the camera. The camera could produce decent images.
Overall, the goal I set out to accomplish in the beginning of this project
is complete. Going into the project, I had initially thought to use
regular 35 mm film or possibly medium format film. Transitioning to
instant film really benefited my project, as I was able to see my results
instantly and not have to waste time to go get the film developed. Also,
for some reason I thought that I wouldn’t really have to make a shutter,
which when looking back seems a little thoughtless. Once I realized
I would need a shutter, that became the biggest challenge. I thought
about multiple designs, such as having the shutter rotate, or a twocurtain shutter. In the end, simplicity won out and I designed a slit
shutter that was powered by a spring.
I also had reservations about using an Arduino before this project. I
hadn’t researched them or read the initial guidebook, and so believed
they were a lot more complicated then they actually are. I was pleasantly
surprised how easy they were to use and code.
If I had more time on this project I would invest in a higher quality
lens, as that is the major thing that can be improved to increase the
image quality. If I had a nicer lens, then I would probably also try
focusing the camera on subjects close to the camera by using the thin
lens formula to find the distance needed between the lens and the film.
Over the course of the project, I learned how to use SolidWorks, Adobe
Illustrator, the laser cutter, and an Arduino. In addition, I learned
how to self motivate and self regulate, both necessary for a sustained
individual project. And in the end, I got some pretty cool photographs.
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8 Appendices
8.1 Appendix A: Table of Parts Purchased
Part Description

Needed For

Cost

Place of Purchase

Lens

Lens

$20

Educational Supplier

PVC pipe

Lens

$5

Hardware store

Felt

Lens

$1

Craft Store

Spring Wire

Shutter

$10

Hardware/watch store

Figure 7: Table of parts purchased.

8.2 Appendix B: Pinhole Camera

Figure 8: Design of initial prototype: pinhole camera made from a coffee tin
(measurements in cm).
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Figure 9: Two photo negatives taken with tin pinhole camera with photo paper,
exposure 15 seconds.
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8.2 Appendix C: Second Pinhole Camera Prototype

Figure 10: Design of secondary prototype: pinhole camera made of foam board
(measurements in cm).
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Figure 11: Photographs of the secondary prototype.
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8.3 Appendix D: Arduino Code

Figure 12: Arduino code for the light meter, based on example code in
Arduino guidebook.
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8.4 Appendix E: Photoresistor
Resistance Range

1M Ω-20 KΩ

Max Voltage

150 V

Max Power

100 mW

Figure 13: Specification table for photoresistor.

Figure 14: Photoresistor
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8.5 Appendix F: Light Meter

Figure 15: Photographs of light meter in the case and the light meter circuit.
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8.6 Appendix G: Final Camera

Figure 16: Design of final camera model.
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Figure 17: Final prototype mounted on a tripod (photo by Pete Zivkov).
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Figure 18: Photographs taken with the final camera model.
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Figure 19: Photographs taken with the final camera model.
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